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Sustainability 

To be sustainable is to be responsible in all spheres of life including our environment, our 
economy, and our relationships with each other, not simply participation in the “green 
movement”. Personal sustainability means being efficient in dealing with these areas. So why 
should we be sustainable? Sustainability entails making very small sacrifices, or investments, to 
enhance the well-being and longevity of these areas. So why should we not be sustainable? The 
only reason to be irresponsible when it comes to sustainability would be lacking foresight, or 
laziness. I am sustainable because it seems like common sense. For example, if doing things that 
mean less pleasure now for more pleasure later than I would do it. If putting money in the bank 
means I’ll get more money later, I will do it. If throwing my shoe in the trash meant burning it, 
and recycling it meant it turning into another shoe, I would recycle the shoe. 
 
Part of being sustainable is using less, and having less. Using and having less is cheaper, and 
simpler. My motivation for being sustainable is to reduce stress by living simpler. Living with 
less is also better for the environment. Using less space reduces heat costs and leaves more 
room for things like trees, grasses, and solar panels. Some people spend their lives collecting 
space and living in unnecessarily monumental houses. There is a lot of energy and money lost in 
warming up space that we don’t use. These people could spend their money on rooms that 
change from a bedroom to a living room, reducing energy costs in warming up space. These 
houses can even be made out of materials like shipping containers. Revolutionary ideas like 
these are part of what inspire me to be sustainable. They are different, interesting, fun ideas 
that would be fun to be a part of. 
 
Encouragement for sustainability is always all around me. At school, we have an environmental 
club, at home I am encouraged to recycle, and on television there are environment and money 
saving opportunities. Many people say that the ecological movement is a scam, as if it would 
benefit somebody and hurt somebody else. There is no harm in practicing sustainability, in 
taking the proper precautions if it means positive outcome later. Sustainability is important, it 
has gotten us this far and if we keep increasing our efficiency we can stay around for a long 
time. 

 


